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Overview
• HACC background

⏤Gravity-only, Hydro
⏤Data products and analysis

• Results from tuning subgrid model parameters (work done on Polaris)
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Cosmological N-Body Simulations

• Why do we run HACC (Hardware/Hybrid 
Accelerated Cosmology Code)?

• Theoretical research
⏤Understand how Large-Scale Structures (LSS) form 

and evolve over cosmic time
⏤Look for signatures of new/interesting physics

• Comparison with observations
⏤Grand astronomical surveys

§ Rubin-LSST >$0.5B (NSF + DOE + …)
⏤Create mock Universes for survey design
⏤Provide theoretical models of summary statistics for 

data analysis (eg. emulators)
⏤Understand data covariance for parameter estimation
⏤Single observed Universe means forward-modeling

Rubin LSST: https://www.lsst.org/

https://www.lsst.org/
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HACC N-Body: Matter Distribution
• Gravity

⏤ Infinite extent, unshielded, dominates on largest scales
⏤As the Universe expands, structure condenses from very smooth initial conditions
⏤Dark matter is dominant mass component and is modeled as effectively collision-less

• Hydrodynamics
⏤Physics for (sub-dominant) baryonic matter component
⏤Adiabatic: gas, temperature/pressure, shocks
⏤Sub-grid: star formation, feedback from supernovae and Active Galactic Nuclei

Evolution of matter distribution over cosmic 
time for a sub-volume of a HACC simulation.

FarPoint: https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01956

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01956
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HACC: Execution Overview

full simulation step (625x)

Half Kick LR Half Kick SR

hydro step (adaptive)

Poisson solver (distributed FFT) : 
C/C++and MPI 

Architecture specific 
programming model or 
language: CUDA, HIP, 

DPC++

Half Kick SRCRK-SPH Kick Stream Half Kick LRCRK-SPH Kick

sub-cycle (4x)
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HACC Analysis: Halos

• Dark matter collects into “halos”
• Halos provide deep gravitational potential wells 

where baryonic matter can collect and 
eventually cool and condense to form stars 
and galaxies

• Roughly half of the mass in the Universe ends 
up in halos by our current epoch

• Halos are identified in simulations by looking 
for coherent structures with densities >100x of 
the background density

Particles in a small volume of a HACC simulation colored 
by halo membership.

HACC: https://arxiv.org/abs/1410.2805

https://arxiv.org/abs/1410.2805
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HACC Analysis: Halo Merger Trees

• Halos interact with each other as the Universe 
evolves, colliding and merging

• The interaction history of halos is important 
because interactions between galaxies within 
halos can trigger epochs of star formation, and 
the total history of star formation in a galaxy 
determines its luminosity/color

• The interaction histories of halos is 
summarized in a data structure called a 
merger tree

Sultan et al. 5

3. CORE TRACKING

We have recently introduced the concept of core tracking in
cosmological simulations as an alternative to the construction
of subhalo merger trees. A detailed description of the core cat-
alog implementation is reported in Rangel et al. (2017) and
Heitmann et al. (2020). The first scientific application of core
tracking, in addition to comprehensive validation results, is dis-
cussed in Korytov et al. (2020). In this section, we provide
a brief summary of the underlying concepts and construction
techniques for the core catalogs.

3.1. Definition of Cores

The definition of a core is straightforward: For each halo
above a certain mass (the core host halo mass threshold), the
gravitational potential center is found and the set of particles
closest to the center is identified as the halo core. The num-
ber of particles that define a core is an input parameter to the
analysis set-up and is chosen with regard to the size of the sub-
structure that we aim to capture and the mass resolution of the
simulation. The values for the core host halo mass threshold
and the core size for our simulations are specified in Table 1.
For each (of the 101) analysis time snapshots, all core parti-
cles identified are stored, including their halo tag, to enable the
connection to the halo catalogs at a later stage.

In addition to the core particle files per snapshot, we also
keep track of the evolution of the core particles over time. Once
a particle has been identified as a core particle, we follow its
path for the remainder of the simulation. In totality, at each
analysis step, we record the new positions and velocities of
core particles that have been found previously and add newly
found core particles as we go along. In this way, we build up
an accumulated core particle file over time containing informa-
tion about each core particle’s evolution from its first identifica-
tion until the final time step. Storing the complete core history
is necessary to generate core catalogs (as described in Section
3.3), which track the complex formation history of identified
substructure.

3.2. Merger Trees

In order to extract the temporal evolution of the substructure
traced by core particles, halo merger trees are required. Such
trees track the hierarchical formation history of each halo over
time, recording merging events and mass accretion. The merger
trees are constructed by processing halo catalogs at adjacent
analysis snapshots. We compute the overlap of halo particles
in each snapshot pair to connect older progenitor halos with
younger descendant halos at the later timestep. Processing all
snapshots results in a complete merger tree catalog that can ex-
tract the formation history of any halo of interest.

There are many complications in merger tree construction,
with a number of papers devoted to the subject (e.g., Fakhouri
& Ma 2008, Behroozi et al. 2013, Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015
and Han et al. 2018). Finite mass resolution, for example, can
cause stochastic threshold effects of the smallest halos, which
are repeatedly found, lost, and re-found at masses near the halo
minimum mass threshold. We have mitigated this complication
by setting our halo finding thresholds to be below our minimum
host halo masses in our trees, effectively pruning out halos of
masses below our tracking resolution. The smallest resolved
halos in our merger trees are recorded by the core host halo
mass in Table 1.

FIG. 2.— Example halo merger tree showing the types of cores associ-
ated with halos (gray disks). Central cores (triangles) are identified when an
FOF halo is found above a preset core host halo mass threshold. As halos
merge, the central core of the most massive progenitor (MMP) is connected to
the measured central of the descendant. Cores of less massive progenitors are
designated as satellites. The ‘order’ of a satellite traces the number of previ-
ous mergers away from a MMP; cores that merged directly into a MMP halo
are labeled first-order satellites (squares), cores inherited from one generation
above an MMP merger are second-order satellites (circles), etc. This order-
ing of cores is analogous to substructure hierarchies described in the literature
(e.g., Giocoli et al. 2010; Jiang & van den Bosch 2014, 2016).

Merger tree construction is further complicated by halo ‘split-
ting’ events, where nearby (or flyby) halos are temporarily con-
sidered as one object (over-linked by an FOF finder, for exam-
ple) erroneously indicating a merger event, and are later dis-
covered to be different separate (split) objects. To avoid split-
ting effects, we have found that the construction of merger trees
is best carried out in post-processing, starting from the final
time step of interest (in our case at z = 0) and walking back-
wards in time. Thus, we are ensured that every merger tree
will be rooted by one final descendant, and we employ an artifi-
cial halo ‘fragmentation’ procedure to account for halo splitting
events. Briefly, when we detect a halo progenitor with multiple
descendants (indicating the halo split), we fragment the progen-
itor into separate halos defined by the overlapping particles of
each descendant. We then assign to each fragment a portion
of the original progenitor mass based proportionally on the de-
scendant mass, thereby conserving total mass (see Rangel et
al. 2017 for details). The resulting merger trees are devoid of
splitting events, and consistently track the formation history of
each halo.

In summary, we efficiently record the merger history of all
halos to form a connectivity tree catalog that consistently tracks
all mass that eventually ends up in the final halos of interest at
z = 0. For each object within the tree, we further store all of the
relevant halo catalog properties (mass, velocity, shape, etc.),
with adjusted values used for fragmented halos when needed.

3.3. Core Catalogs

By combining the information from core tracking, halo prop-
erties, and merger trees, one can construct core catalogs that
contain the evolution history of each core from its birth to the
final timestep. Core catalogs are analogous to subhalo merger

Logical merger tree.
SMACC: https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.09262

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.09262
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HACC Analysis: Halo Core Tracking

Physical trajectories of cores that merge into 1 halo.
OuterRim: https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.11970

• Very inner part of halo is a tightly-bound core 
of particles that is not easily disrupted during 
halo-halo interactions

• Track sub-structure within halos by continuing 
to track cores even after halos merge

• Core positions are likely good proxies for 
galaxy locations

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.11970
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HACC Analysis: Lightcones

• N-body simulations operate in a comoving 
gauge, observations are not in same gauge

• Finite speed of light, we observe objects as 
they were when the light that we now collecting 
left the object

• Objects that are farther away have a longer 
lookback-time

• HACC runs in a fixed-sized box (in 
comoving/expanding units) with periodic 
boundary conditions, but we can create a 
lightcone around an observer by saving the 
correct spherical shell from each time step

Particle lightcone from a HACC simulation with observer 
at center; color indicates distance/lookback-time.

OuterRim: https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.11970

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.11970
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HACC Analysis: Halo Lightcones

• Construct halo merger trees to the end of the 
simulation in the entire simulation volume

• Can go back and figure out where a merger 
tree intersects an observer’s lightcone in order 
to display information from the merger tree in 
the right place at the right time

COSMODC2 7

lightcone, Smith et al. (2017) choose the merger time ran-
domly per halo progenitor, and interpolate masses between
snapshots. For cosmoDC2, we take a simpler approach,
and assume that the merger has always happened prior to
it intersecting the lightcone surface (that is, for a merging
merger tree branch that crosses the lightcone at te, we as-
sert tmerge < te in all cases). We set the position of each
halo within the lightcone by interpolating between the cur-
rent halo position and that of its most massive progenitor, re-
taining all halo properties (mass, radius, etc.) as they appear
in the later snapshot at t j+1.

Figure 3. Schematic of the interpolation process which fills the
cosmoDC2 halo lightcone. Each plane represents a projected sim-
ulation snapshot, and time increases vertically, with the observer
located at o. A merger tree branch including halo h is seen crossing
the observer’s lightcone between snapshots j and j + 1 (the purple
worldlines of each halo are unknown between the snapshots). In-
terpolation between halo h and its most massive progenitor hmmp

(orange dashed line) is used to solve for the temporal and spatial
components of event h0, where we place an object with properties
(mass, etc.) identical to halo h.

3.5. Workflow
Having described the simulations and the data products

that are generated, we now provide a final summary by
discussing the workflow for producing the inputs to the
cosmoDC2 production pipeline. The workflow diagram is
shown in Figure 4 and begins with the particle catalogs from
the smaller AlphaQ simulation and the larger Outer Rim sim-
ulation. These are both processed by the halo finder to con-
struct halo catalogs which are then input into the merger tree
builder. In the case of the Outer Rim simulation, the merger
trees are used to build halo lightcones (see Sec. 3.4) that serve
as inputs for the Empirical-Model Pipeline and provide host
halos for the galaxies in cosmoDC2. For the AlphaQ simu-
lation the merger trees are used as inputs to the Galacticus

Outer Rim  Particle 
Lightcone

Outer Rim Halo 
Lightcone

Particle-Lightcone 
Generator (§3.4)

Halo-Lightcone 
Generator (§3.4)

Outer Rim Halo 
Merger Trees

Outer Rim Particles  
(§3.1)  Halo Finder (§3.3)

AlphaQ Halo 
Catalog

AlphaQ Halo
 Merger Trees

Merger-Tree Builder 
(§3.3)

Outer Rim Halo 
Catalog

AlphaQ Particles
(§3.2)

Figure 4. Workflow to produce the Outer Rim and AlphaQ sim-
ulation data products used as inputs to the cosmoDC2 production
pipeline. Data products are shown as rectangles in dark and light
purple for data derived from the Outer Rim and AlphaQ simula-
tions, respectively. Code modules are shown as ovals in dark or-
ange. Numbers in parentheses refer to the sections in the paper
where a detailed description of the workflow component is given.

SAM that is subsequently used to build the Galacticus Li-
brary. The particle snapshots from the Outer Rim simulation
are also input into the particle-lightcone generator to produce
the inputs required for the Lensing Pipeline.

4. WEAK LENSING
Weak lensing distortions are key observables of the LSST

survey, providing constraints on the growth of cosmic struc-
ture and therefore dark energy (e.g., Mandelbaum 2018).
These distortions, which take the form of an isotropic change
in area (convergence) and an area-preserving change in shape
(shear), can be mimicked in simulations by following the
paths of photon rays as they traverse the matter field. In prac-
tice, maps of the lensing quantities are obtained as follows:
the particle lightcone is divided into discrete shells, then pho-
ton paths are traced backwards in time from an observer grid
to a ‘source’ shell, with deflections applied corresponding to
the surface density of particles at each ‘lens’ shell between
the source and observer using a ray-tracing algorithm (e.g.,
Das & Bode 2008; Hilbert et al. 2009).

The baseDC2 lensing maps are built with the pipeline pre-
sented in P. Larsen et al. (2019, in preparation). The full
workflow is illustrated in Figure 5. After we create a down-
sampled particle lightcone using the techniques described in
Sec. 3.4.1 and divide it into discrete shells, we compute the

Interpolating merger trees onto an observer’s lightcone.
CosmoDC2: https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.06530

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.06530
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HACC: Limitations

• HACC does not directly produce galaxies
⏤Position, size/shape, luminosity/color

• Dynamic Range
⏤Need very large volumes (~Gpc^3) for reliably 

realistic structure formation
⏤Galaxies are ~10 kpc in size, memory limited in 

number of tracer particles per galaxy

• Computational Intensity
⏤Total workload increases dramatically as 

physical resolution increases

• Self-consistent creation of realistic galaxies 
within a cosmological-volume n-body 
simulation is a beyond-exascale problem 

LastJourney: https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.01697

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.01697
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Sub-resolution modeling for modern 
cosmological survey predictions

• Goal
⏤Develop and calibrate models that emulate astrophysical processes at scales smaller 

than those resolved by simulations. 
⏤Utilize results from high-resolution galaxy formation simulations to parameterize 

models suited for cosmological predictions. Collaborative project with Prof. Claude-
Andre Faucher-Giguere’s group at Northwestern.

⏤ Implement the new models within the CRK-HACC cosmology code
⏤Final goal is to fully calibrate and validate the currently implemented models to our 

relevant scientific targets.

• Scope of Work
⏤Subgrid modeling of galaxy formation and feedback
⏤Sensitivity analysis of model parameters
⏤Calibration and validation to observations
⏤Performant models on accelerated hardware
⏤New integration techniques that are scalable for cosmological volume simulations
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Suite of subgrid models
• UV/Background using latest model by Faucher-Giguere 2020
• Consistent metal-line cooling treatment (Wiersma)
• Chemical enrichment rates taken from FIRE simulation measurements
• AGN kinetic and momentum feedback (utilizing a GPU FOF finder).
• Supernova Feedback and Galactic Winds, informed by outflow rates

measured in FIRE.
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Calibrated Simulations

• Improved subgrid models that are 
performant on exascale hardware

Ø Radiative and metal-line cooling, star 
formation and chemical enrichment, 
active galactic nuclei feedback

• First results from analysis pipelines 
measurements

Ø GSMF, stellar-halo relation, star 
formation density history

• Next steps
Ø Complete a suite of simulations to 

calibrate models to observations
Ø Measure outflow rates and local 

effects for A.I. models

Calibration runs for the cosmic 
star formation density and 

galaxy stellar mass function
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Finding Suitable Subgrid Parameters
Series of 32 Mpc h-1 simulations, run on Polaris 2-node jobs (3-4 hr. wall time)
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Results for Tuned Subgrid Models 
256 Mpc h-1 simulation, run on Polaris 128-256 nodes



Thank you!
erangel@anl.gov


